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San Diego Comic Con is just under two weeks away, and as the schedule rolls out, we're
getting a great look at the variety of events horror fans will have to choose from.

With all of the continued unnecessary zombie talk out of the way on Thursday, Friday has wide
array of panels that show off just how far the genre spans into all avenues of the convention.
PARANORMAN takes Hall H, Dark Horse announces their Fall 2012 horror slate with Lance
Henriksen, the requisite and sure to be huge WALKING DEAD series panel goes down,
RESIDENT EVIL shows off in film and video game form and some of the most prominent
costume designers working in horror television talk their technique!

• 10:00-11:00 Art of the Thrill Kill— From psychokillers and sociopaths to the vast
unknowable emptiness of deep space, these authors know that it takes more than just blood
and gore to keep their readers awake at night. Their novels are all well crafted, imaginative,
and more often than not...downright terrifying. Top horror and thriller novelists discuss how they
balance ratcheting suspense with perfectly paced creepiness to create stories that are both
psychologically and atmospherically disturbing. Participants Barry Lyga (I Hunt Killers),
Michelle Gagnon (Don't Turn Around), Johan Harstad (172 Hours on the Moon), Dan Wells (I
Am Not a Serial Killer), James Rollins (SIGMA Force novels), Mark Z. Danielewski (The Fifty
Year Sword, House of Leaves), Jeffrey J. Mariotte (The Devil's Bait), and Chase Novak (Breed)
discuss their delicate art with moderator Lauren Beukes (Zoo City). Room 24ABC

• 10:45-11:45 PARANORMAN: Behind the Scenes— Kodi Smit-McPhee, Anna Kendrick,
Christopher Mintz-Plasse, Travis Knight, Chris Butler, and Sam Fell discuss making their new
stop-motion-animated comedy thriller, ParaNorman, made in 3D. Never-before-seen footage
will be shown from the Laika movie that Focus Features is opening nationwide on August 17.
Hall H
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• 11:30-12:30 CULT Pilot Screening and Q&A— There is television...and there is the world
we live in. In the shadows where they meet, there is Cult. In this visceral thriller, a young
reporter teams up with a television researcher to investigate a series of disturbing
disappearances connected to a wildly popular new television show called...Cult. With everyone
a suspect and no one to trust but each other, they follow an obscure trail of tantalizing clues
deeper into the cult of Cult. Moving from the real world into the labyrinthine world of the series
and its two characters-a detective and a charismatic cult leader-events inside the show begin to
bleed into the outside world and vice versa as the certainty of what's real and what's illusion
crumbles into dust. Be among the first to see a special pilot screening, followed by a Q&A with
creator and executive producer Rockne S. O'Bannon (Farscape) and series stars Matt Davis
(The Vampire Diaries), Jessica Lucas (Psych), Alona Tal (Supernatural), and Robert Knepper
(Heroes). Cult will air midseason on The CW and is produced by Fake Empire and Rockne S.
O'Bannon Television in association with Warner Bros. Television and CBS Television Studios.
Room 6BCF

• 12:45-1:45 666 PARK AVENUE Pilot Screening and Q&A— Spend Friday the 13th getting
to know the residents of the historic-and otherworldly-Manhattan apartment building The Drake,
during this special screening of 666 Park Avenue. Sexy, seductive, and inviting, The Drake
maintains a dark hold over its residents, tempting them through their ambitions and desires, in
this new drama that's host to an epic struggle of good versus evil. Series stars Terry O'Quinn
(Lost), Vanessa Williams (Desperate Housewives), Rachael Taylor (Charlie's Angels), and
Dave Annable (Brothers & Sisters), along with executive producers Matthew Miller (Chuck) and
David Wilcox (Fringe), will be on hand for a special Q&A following the screening. From
Bonanza Productions Inc. in association with Alloy Entertainment and Warner Bros.

• 1:00-2:00 Horror on the Paneled Page— Some of comics' biggest horror creators share
their most frightening nightmares, talk about lines that even they won't cross, and comment on
the current horror trends in comics and other media in this in-depth discussion lead by AICN
Comics/AICN Horror editor Mark L. Miller (The Jungle Book). Joshua Hale Fialkov (I,
Vampire), Alan Robert (Wire Hangers), Brandon Seifert (Witch Doctor), David Quinn (Faust),
Matt Pizzolo (Godkiller), and some surprise guests talk about what does and doesn't work in
horror comic books. Room 24ABC

• 1:25-2:25 AMC's THE WALKING DEAD— Andrew Lincoln, Sarah Wayne Callies, Norman
Reedus, Laurie Holden, Steven Yeun, Lauren Cohan, and introducing Danai Gurira as
Michonne and David Morrissey as The Governor join executive producer and showrunner Glen
Mazzara, executive producer Robert Kirkman, executive producer Gale Anne Hurd, and special
effects makeup supervisor and co-executive producer Greg Nicotero in a panel moderated by
Chris Hardwick (The Nerdist, Talking Dead). The panelists will discuss the wildly successful
second season of The Walking Dead and what to look forward to in season 3, debuting this fall
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on AMC. Join the panelists for a one-on-one Q&A session and an official sneak preview of
season 3. Hall H

• 3:00-4:00 Drawing on Your Nightmares: Horror in Comics— Throughout comics' storied
history, horror has been an important part of the medium. In the fall of 2012, Dark Horse
unveils a whole slate of new titles guaranteed to have you running for the covers. Dark Horse
horror line editor Scott Allie is joined by actor-turned-comics writer Lance Henrikson and
creators Eric Powell (The Goon), Steve Niles (30 Days of Night, Criminal Macabre), Tim Seeley
(Hack/Slash), Paul Tobin (Colder), and others for an exciting look at this year's most promising
four-color thrills and chills! Room 23ABC

• 3:30-4:30 The Art of Death and DARKSIDERS II— A lively demonstration on bringing 2D
comic art to 3D graphics and back again-Joe Madureira (Vigil Games Darksiders creator; artist
for Avenging Spider-Man, Ultimates, X-Men), and Han Randhawa (Vigil Games, Darksiders I
and II creative director) use exclusive examples from the creative development process to
show how they bring a unique comic inspired vision to 3D life in the new Darksiders II video
game from THQ, where you become Death, the most feared rider from the legendary Four
Horseman of the Apocalypse. In part two, representatives from Dark Horse Comics
demonstrates how they took this highly stylized universe in 3D, converted it back to a 2D comic
book series, and expanded on the mythos, revealing scenes and storyline threads that
complement the events of the video game. Working closely with the Darksiders team at Vigil
Games, Dark Horse Comics is creating an important component to complete Joe Mad's original
vision. Room 5AB

• 4:05-4:35 Screen Gems: RESIDENT EVIL: RETRIBUTION— In Resident Evil: Retribution,
we learn more about Alice's mysterious past as she continues to hunt those at The Umbrella
Corporation responsible for the T-virus outbreak, a chase that takes her from Tokyo to New
York, Washington and Moscow, culminating in a mind-blowing revelation that will force her to
rethink everything she once thought to be true. Aided by newfound allies and familiar friends,
including the return of Michelle Rodriguez as Rain Ocampo, Alice must fight to survive long
enough to escape a hostile world on the brink of oblivion. Appearing in person: Milla Jovovich,
Michelle Rodriguez, Oded Fehr, Boris Kodjoe, Mika Nakashima and writer/director Paul W. S.
Anderson. Please join them for a preview and discussion of this highly successful film
franchise, based on the popular video game series, and watch never before seen footage from
the latest installment, Resident Evil: Retribution, in state-of-the art 3D. Hall H

• 5:30-6:30 Spotlight on Scott Snyder— Scott Snyder is arguably the hottest writer in comics
today. His work on DC Comics-The New 52 Batman has propelled it to the top of the sales list.
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His reworking of the classic horror character Swamp Thing has put a whole new spin on the
series while staying true to its roots (no pun intended). And his ground breaking Vertigo series
with artist Raphael Albuquerque, American Vampire, is an award-winning fan favorite. Snyder
makes his first appearance as a special guest at Comic-Con this year, and here's your chance
to find out what's next for him and his books. Room 5AB

• 5:30-6:30 BERSERK— At long last, the dark fantasy epic Berserk, by creator Kentaro Muira,
comes to the silver screen! Join Dark Horse Comics and VIZ Media in a rare interview with Eiko
Tanaka, founder and CEO of Studio 4°C (Tekkonkinkreet, Animatrix, Batman). Find out what it
really takes to transform this stark manga into an animated feature. Room 32AB

• 6:00-7:00 RESIDENT EVIL 6: The Fear and Horror!— The latest installation of the
blockbuster Resident Evil video game franchise arrives this October! Get a behind-the-scenes
look at the most ambitious CAPCOM title to date from Hiroyuki Kobayashi (executive
producer), Yoshiaki Hirabayashi (producer), andMiguel Corti (localization director). Arrive early
and receive access to exclusive information, live gameplay demos, a trailer premiere, and
some surprises. Q&A session to follow. Room 25ABC

• 6:30-7:30 Designing for the Undead— Costume designers guild members Chrisi
Karvonides (costume designer, American Horror Story, Carnivale), Audrey Fisher (costume
designer, True Blood), and Alexander Welker (costume designer, Grimm) and costume
illustrator Imogene Chayes (True Blood, American Horror Story) talk about creating all those
great paranormal television characters we know and love. Room 32AB

• 7:30-8:30 RESIDENT EVIL: DAMNATION Worldwide Trailer Premiere, 7-Minute Sneak
Peek, and Filmmaker Q&A— The next action-packed installment in the Resident Evil franchise
continues. Fans will have the opportunity to watch the worldwide 2D trailer premiere (in
English) of Resident Evil: Damnation, the all-new, 3D sequel to the full-length CG animated
feature Resident Evil: Degeneration, based on the Resident Evil (known in Japan as
Biohazard) series of games. Fans will also get an exclusive look at the first 7 minutes of the
Japanese theatrical version of the film, followed by a Q&A with Hiroyuki Kobayashi (Japanese
producer of the Resident Evil franchise) and Makoto Kamiya (Resident Evil: Damnation
director). Room 5AB

You can see Friday's full schedule here .
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